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MARY LEAPOR
The Female Body
and the
Body of her Texts
Michael Meyer

ary Leapor's eighteenth-century readers praised her
as a natural genius' or accused her of "stealing from
other Authors,"^ Betty Rizzo destroys the myth of
the superior natural poet as an eighteenth-century legend. In contrast
to Leapor's contemporary admirers, Riz2o deprecates what she
considers to be a natural effect of Leapor's poetry: the "homespun
thread" of her verse, the "monodic effect" of her voice, and a "Naivete
and simplicity of manners [that] Leapor had in spite of herselfRizzo
maintains that Leapor considered her untrained genius as a lack that
had to be amended because she was driven not by "the anxiety of
influence but the anxiety for influence.'"' Rizzo concedes that Leapor

' See Betty Rizzo, "Molly Leapor: An Anxiety for Influence," The Age of]ohnson 4 (1991): 336.
^ Bridget Freemantle's memoir of Mary Leapor in Isaac Hawkins Browne, ed., Mary Leapor,
Poems upon SeveralOccasions,yol. 2 (London: Roberts,1751),xxiii. Selections of Mary Leapor's
poems are published in Roger Lonsdale, ed., Eighteenth-Centmy Women Poets (Oxford; New
York: Oxford University Press, 1990) and David Fairer and Christine Gerrard, eds., EighteenthCentury Poetry. An Annotated Anthology (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999).
' Rizzo, "Molly Leapor," 337.
•* Rizzo, 332.
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was as primitive and uneducated a poet as her contemporaries could
find but states that Leapor tried not to express her passions but to
control them in the pursuit of neo-classical conventions and values, so
that "there was little to learn about what was universal from her."® Her
poetry, Rizzo concludes, "could scarcely be more conventional, but of
course [!] was never as accomplished as that of Pope",® whom she tried
to imitate. In contrast to Betty Rizzo, who seems to have regarded
Mary Leapor as a "failed Pope,"^ Donna Landry hails Mary Leapor as
a radical lesbian feminist, who imitates Pope in order to subvert him
and to empower herself, and who is conscious of class conflicts and
ecological problems.® Some critics avoid the extremes of Rizzo's
deprecation and Landry's glorification of Leapor, arguing that Leapor
follows neoclassical ideas and poetic forms but criticizes in particular
the oppression of women. I would maintain that the thesis of Leapor's
minor qualification of a basically conservative model of ideas does not
adequately capture her ambiguous and contradictory representations of
women and of her own poetry. The connection between the male
discourse of the female body and of the body of her texts needs closer
attention. My main thesis is that Leapor's double focus on the
perception of female beauty is closely related to her double-voiced
discourse on the judgment of her art' Leapor describes women as
being both subject to, and outside of the male discourse of beauty, and

' Ri2zo, 338.
' Rizzo, 332.
' David Faker and Christine Gerrard, Eighteenth-Centuty Poetiy, 284.
' Donna Landry, TAe Muses ofPisistance: Laboring-Class Women's Poetty in Britain, 1739—1796
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 51,118-19.
' Sigrid Weigel developed the concept of the double focus for the representation of women's
perception of themselves in relation to male perceptions of women in "Der schielende Blick:
Thesen zur Geschichtlichkeit weiblicher Schreibpraxis," in Sigrid Weigel and Inge Stephan,
eds.. Die verborgene Frau: Sechs Beitrage ;(u einer feministischen Uteratumnssenschaft (Hamburg;
Argument, 1988), 104—05. For Elaine Showalter, the women's double-voiced discourse
combines the muted and the dominant voices of the literary, social and cultural heritage: see
"Feminist Criticism in the Wilderness," in Elaine Showalter, ed., The New Feminist Criticism
(New York: Pantheon Books,1985), 263. Andrea Gutenberg provides a good survey of these
concepts and specifies the use of double-voiced discourse for narrative analysis in
"Schielender Blick, double-meed discourse und Dialogizitat Zum Doppelungskonzept in der
feministischen Literaturwissenschaft," in Andrea Gutenberg and RalFSchneider, eds., Genderculture-poetics: spirGeschlechterfonchungin derUteraturwissenschaftundKulturwissenschafi.Festschriftfiir
Natascha Wur^bach CTrier: WVT, 1999), 83-137.
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her poetry both subjected to male norms of art and beyond male forms
of criticism.'®

^ Beautiful and Useful Bodies ^
Mary Leapor cites and criticizes the male perception of women as pleasurable
or useful bodies, segregated into beauties as objects of the male gaze," or
drudges as disregarded or "invisible" helpmates of men. According to
Richard Greene, Leapor discloses a "more authentic femininity" behind
the "highly artificial ideal" of female beauty," which can only be
achieved with the help of money and art. Donna Landry is more
sceptical when she points out that Mary Leapor obsessively returns to
idealized femininity even as she demystifies it as oppressive." I would
suggest that qmte a number of Leapor's poems take a double perspec
tive on beauty as an ideal and an idol, an asset and a liability, or a gift
and a construction.
In the battle of the sexes, beauty is used as a weapon not only by
women, as Swift and Pope maintain, but also by men. Leapor mocks
the man who is deceived by the "Beauty's Pow'r" of a "painted
Flow'r."'^ In "The Mistaken Lover," she ridicules the beau who puts on
a show in order to marry the woman "with the killing Eyes" (1:81), and
wavers between ironic distance to, and empathy for the woman thus
deceived. Leapor inverts Swift when she foregrounds the male usage of
beauty as a trap, fickle male desire, and the victimization of the wife
who is neglected by her husband for other pleasures. As beauty exists
in the eye of the beholder, the man's physical attraction to the beautiful
woman quickly wanes, and the young husband soon only enjoys her
wealth but no longer her company. Mary Leapor criticizes the idea that

Elaine Showalter maintains that female writers are not "inside and outside of the male
tradition" (264) but "inside two traditions simultaneously" (264). Mary Leapor takes part in
the formation of the female tradition withoutexplicidy laying claim toa literatureof their own.
" See Richard Greene, Maty Leapor. A Studf in Eighteenth-Century Women's Poetry (Oxford;
Clarendon Press, 1993), 88.
" Greene, Afa^'89.
" Landry, The Muses,92.
" Mary Leapor, Poems upon Several Occasions, vol. 1 (London: Roberts, 1748), 229. All
subsequent references to the first or to the second volume of her poems are to the edition
cited and will be indicated in the text by volume and page number.
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the women's properly might considerably increase their beauty in male
eyes, a fact that she exposed in a ridiculous "Modern Love-Letter"
(1:104—06). Whereas Pope, in his 'Epistle to a Lady, reveals concern
about the ambiguous value of wealth in female hands, "Which buys
your sex a Tyrant o'er itself," he shows contempt for beauties, whom
he considers to be "AUve, ridiculous, and dead, forgot."" For Pope,
women merely use their beauty in order to acquire power over men,
which they lose as they grow old and ugly. Instead, Pope wants the
ideal woman "to raise the Thought, and touch the Heart" of the man."
Mary Leapor clearly doubts that Pope's ideal of edifying women is
shared by men in general. Men prefer the pleasing 'Tower of Beauty"
to the wit and sense of a woman with ordinary looks (1:230). "Lelia,
with a Judgement clear, / With manly Wisdom blest; / Wit, Learning,
Prudence" (1:230) but with an "unruffled Breast" (1:230) does not
attract male suitors, to say the least. Leapor's Lelia recalls Pope's Chloe,
who is perfect but for her lack of a heart," with a significant difference:
Lelia's unruffled breast refers to her lack of emotion or of fashionable
attire in order to attract the male gaze by erotic beauty. Leapor suggests
that sex may be more important than sentiment to men, and that
women respond to the challenge with performances, which play with
the role of the sexual object: since women's "Wisdom, Wit, and
Prudence fail.. .meaner Arts" (1:231) have to be tried. Mary Leapor
insinuates that it is the men's fault if women employ artifices of beauty
instead of striving for discretion: "If you wou'd have your Daughters
wise, / Take care to mend yourSons [sic!]" (1:231). She implies that the
male gaze rules young women's behavior, but also appeals to the
mothers' responsibihty for the education of men. Leapor does not
assert Pope's demand that it is women's duty to please men but their
natural desire for social esteem in return for their efforts:" "All
reas'ning Creatures, tho' by diff rent Ways, / Would prove their Title
to a Share of Praise" (2:46). Beauty, however, is more than an art to
enchant men because it affects women's self-perception.

Alexander Pope, Epistk 2. To a Lady. Of the Characters of Women,in John Butt, ed.. The Poems
of Alexander Pope (London; Methuen, 1963), 569, line 288; 568, line 248.
" Pope, Epistk to a Lady, 568, line 250.
" See Pope, Epistle to a Lady, 565, lines 157-62.
" Pope, Epistk to a Lady, 567,11. 211-12.
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Donna Landry is right when she points out that Mary Leapor
obsessively returns to idealized femininity even when she demystifies
it as oppressive.*' "Dorinda at her Glass" looks with a double focus at
herself and other aging women because she combines ironic distance
to and empathy with women who regard themselves through male eyes
as decaying beauties. Dorinda struggles to give up her perception of her
own body as an object of male desire. The aging beauty is no longer the
proud focus of male gazes of admiration, but suffers from looking at
her mirror image through the eyes of men. At first, she tries to avoid
looking into her mirror and facing "reality". The fear of herself is
overcome by her desire for "her lov'd Glass" (1:3). There is certainly
irony in the fact that, even after having rejected her lost beautiful self
as "that Idol, which she once admired" (1:3), the ideal of beauty still
informs her perception of her mirror image as a pitiful "alter'd Shade"
(1:3) and an appaUing "Spectre" (1:3) that she cannot accept as "the
mimick Shape of me" (1:3). When she finally acknowledges her mirror
image, her question is suffused by her mourning for lost beauty and
admiration, but it betrays a tinge of irony at her own former presump
tion of divinity and her defeated efforts at sustaining beauty:
Now who shall bow before this wither'd Shrine,
This Mortal Image, that was late Divine?
What Victim now will praise these faded Eyes,
Once the gay Basis for a thousand Lyes?
Deceitful Beauty—false as thou art gay.
And is it thus thy Vot'ries find their Pay;
This the Reward of many careful Years,
Of Morning Labours, and of Noon-day Fears,
The Gloves anointed, and the bathing-Hour,
And soft Cosmetick's more prevailing Pow'r. (1:3—4) .
Leapor allows the aging beauty to develop an ironic perspective besides
self-pity, in contrast to the old beauty, who is reduced to despair in
Pope's Epistle to "a
Dorinda turns from the object of the male
gaze to its subject as she ridicules old women who play at being young

" See Landry, Muses, 92.
See Pope, Epistle to a Lady, 567-68, lines. 221-iO.
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beauties, assuming a position that is summarized by Pope: "Ashamed
to own they gave delight before, / Reduced to feign it, when they give
no more."^'
Finally, Dorinda becomes the wise woman who touches the mind
and the heart, recalling Pope's ideal woman, but again with decisive
differences. The aging beauty is no longer disreputable, but develops
her potential as a gentle and prudent character, who, however, will not
be reduced to man's helpmate but favours a close friendship among
women, celebrating "careless Ease" (1:7) after having discarded the
striving for artificial beauty, which subjects the body to a painful
discipline: the loss of beauty turns into a gain of comfort. Dorinda
invites women to replace the former rivalry for male attention by taking
care of themselves and of female friends, foregrounding the ear, the
touch, and the heart of the female friend instead of the male eye. Mary
Leapor explicitly appropriates Pope but Dorinda turns the tables on
him because, in the epistle to a Ijady, Pope disparages women's
supposed desire to become queens that rule over men, whereas
Dorinda puts queens on the same level as kings: "Thus Pope has sung,
thus let Dorinda sing; / 'Virtue, brave Boys,—'tis Virtue makes a King':
/ Why not a Queen? fair Virtue is the same / In the rough Hero, and
the snoiling Dame" (1:7).
In "Man the Monarch," Leapor combines her ambiguous praise
of queenly women with a satire on kingly men. Mary Leapor "rewrites
Genesis"^ and replaces initial paradise by male tyranny, "Till Heav'n
beheld him insolently vain, / And check'd the Limits of his haughty
Reign. / Then from their Lord the rude Deserters fly, / And, grinning
back, his fruitless Rage defy" (2:7). Male pride and abuse of power
replace original sin, and are punished by the animal subjects that
mockingly refuse to obey. While the beasts fly from tyranny, "helpless
Woman" (2:8) cannot escape. Replacing the biblical creation of woman
from man's rib, "bone of his bone, flesh of his flesh" (Genesis 2:22),
Leapor has nature create woman as her favourite from the best
materials and ordains that she, Uke a queen, may "Uve, and reign" (2:8),
a task, however, which the beautiful but weak woman seems to be ill
provided for. Leapor claims the women's share in power as a natural

Pope, Epistle to a Lady, 568, lines.
Landry, Muses, 91.
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right in contrast to Pope's derisive comment: "Yet mark the fate of a
whole sex of queens! / Power all their end, hut heauty aU the means''.^
Women's privilege of beauty is not only "useless and neglected" (2:9)
but provokes Adam's envy. His selfish "envious Eye" (2:10) displaces
mother nature's loving gaze at her daughter. Adam, as he named the
animals, contradicted nature's decree and called woman "Fool" (2:61)
in order to satisfy his greed for power and rule all by himself, a
tradition that has survived in the "long Succession of Domestic Kings"
in every cottage (2:10). Man's strategic appellation of women as fools
seems to be a direct critique of Pope's 'Epistle to a Latfy: "Woman and
fool are two hard things to hit, / For true no-meaning puzzles more
than wit".^'^ The persona of the poem stresses that, for her story about
the hatde of the sexes, she relies on a "tattling Dame" (2:10), whose
authority men would question since woman's recourse to wit and
wisdom is qualified as "all Delirium from a wrinkled Maid" (2:9). No
matter how weak her claim to authority is, Leapor's "tattling Dame" is
linked by alliteration to man's "tott'ring Throne" (2:10), an analogy that
suggests that woman, being subjected and (mis)named like animals by
men, can subversively answer back with a very ambiguous foolish grin.
The deprecating male parallel of woman, animal, and fool is turned into
an empowering rhetorical instrument. Leapor seems to accept the
stereot3q5e of women as weak beauties but defies the authority of men
by her rewriting of the phallocratic version of creation in the Bible into
a feminist version that centers on mother nature and explicitly relies on
"foolish" gossip as a neglected but powerfully subversive female
counterdiscourse.
What are the connections between Leapor's depiction of gender
relationships and her reflection of her poetic production and reception?
Mary Leapor negotiates the masculine norms of use and beauty for
women's bodies as for women's writing. Her duty to be useful as a
servant impedes her aesthetic production. The pressure to enhance
natural beauty by art is felt by the woman and the poet alike. Men are
interested in her useful work and read her body rather than her poems.
If men read one of her poems, they pay more attention to physical
Pope, Epistle to aha/^, 567, lines 219-20. Landry ignores the echo of Pope when she only
maintains that Leapor's ironic anatomy of female beauty is inappropriate to domestic duties
(pluses, 91).
Pope, Epistle to a Laefy, 563, lines 113-14.
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aspects of the body of her text rather than its aesthetic beauty or useful
ideas.

^ The Body of the Poet and Her Texts ^
Leapor's low social position is the most basic impediment to her
writing poetry (2:59) since she lacks leisure for education and writing.
Her parents try in vain to break her habit of scribbling in order to make
her pursue a "more profitable Employment" (2:xxx). In the eyes of her
peers and her employers, her useless writinginterferes with her physical
duties as a servant, and in her own view, her creative work is en
croached upon by the menial tasks she has to carry out. Leapor might
have versified her own dismissal from Edgecot Hall in an ironic scene,
in which the narrow-minded housekeeper Sophronia accuses Mira of
neglecting her duty and becoming "deformed" by scribbling:^'
"You thoughtless Baggage, when d'ye mind your Work?
Still o'er a Table leans your bending Neck:
Your Head will grow prepost'rous, like a Peck.
Go, ply your Needle: You might earn your Bread;
Or who must feed you when your Father's dead?"
She sobbing answers, "Sure, 1 need not come
To you for Lectures; 1 have store at home.
What can 1 do?"
" — Not scribble."
" —But 1 will."
"Then get thee packing—^and be aukward still. (2:52).
Sophronia describes herself when she calls Mira thoughtless because
she ignores the value of mental work, but Mira cannot deny that her
social position rather demands her physical skills in order to survive.
Sophronia gives voice to male and middle-class prejudices as she warns
poor Mira that her reflections will lead to physical deformity, harming
the useful body of the female servant. Since Mira insists on writing
despite her superior's claim on her time to work, she is dismissed. Mira
' Greene, Maty heapor, 118.
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refuses to comply with the norms for a subservient maid or wife. Mary
Leapor ridicules the homely concerns of a proud mother in "The
Epistle of Deborah Dough". In the eyes of the narrow-minded mother,
Mira compares unfavourably to her own daughter because the poet
wastes her time scribbling rhymes, whereas her daughter is a foot taller
than Mira, knows how to knit stockings and to "fry her pancakes—^like
a queen" (2:68—69). Apparently, her daughter would make a good wife,
whereas Mira mainly gives birth to poems, "the Babes [that] slept
soundly in their tiny Chest" (2:51).
Mary Leapor's assessment of the importance of her "scribbling"
is contradictory. She seems to have risked her job for her poetry but
made light of her (light) verse, as her friend and patron Bridget
Freemantle reports: "She always call'd it being idle, and indulging her
whimsical Humour, when she was employed in writing the humorous
Parts of her Poems; and nothing could pique her more than Peoples
imagining she took a great deal of Pains, or spent a great deal of Time,
in such Composures; or that she set much Value upon them" (2:xxvii).
Mary Leapor stressed the use of writing for herself when she told her
friend that she wrote the humorous poems "to divert her Thoughts
from dwelling upon what was disagreeable" (2:xxvii). Apparently, for
Mira and Mary Leapor writing serves not only as an intellectual escape
from work but resistance to being reduced to menial labor by her
employers. Landry points out that Hannah More considered Anne
Yearsley's leisure for writing an infringement of middle-class privileges
and lower-class duties.^® Mary Leapor's poetological poems waver
between a provocation of middle-class assumptions by asserting the
importance of her writing and a submission to norms of modesty by
her self-denigration. In a similar juxtaposition, the wonderful natural
poet Mira is in need of education in order to create accomplished
poetry. Jocelyn Harris finds a general tendency in eighteenth-century
women poets to display modesty in spite of their accomplishment.^^
However, Mary's stress of writing for her own use may also be read as
an indirect claim to the quality of her poems in opposition to the

^ Landry, Muses, 21.
^ Jocelyn Harris, "Sappho, Souls, and the Salic Law of Wit," in Alan C Kors and Paul J.
Korshin, eds., Antidpations of the Enlightenment in England, France, and Germany (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1987), 242.
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productions by professional hack writers. In one of her poems, Mira
suspects that a text of hers smells "Too much of Grub-streef (2:50).
As female nature is enhanced by art in order to become erotic
beauty in the eyes of man, the natural voice needs to be refined in order
to create aesthetic beauty according to the norms of men. The "rural
Maid...longs...
To noblest Themes her artless Voice to raise.
And strives to sing her Great Creator's Praise.
Like a poor Bird, who swells its little Throat,
And warbles forth its native untaught Note:
If chance some skilful Master-tune the Reed,
To his rough Lay melodious Sounds succeed:
He learns th' harmonious Lesson to repeat,
Wond'ring to hear his Music grown so sweet." (2:58—59)
At the end of this poem, the ultimate patriarchal master is God, who
enjoins her to control her passions and refers her to his one Book that
contains his laws (2:61). The deficient natural voice has to be tuned by
a master, so that in poetry, as in the life of women, art creates beauty.
Not only musical qualities, but sense and wit have to be acquired from
the master. In "On the Death of justly admired Author," Leapor pays
tribute to Pope: "Unpolish'd Souls, like Codrus or like mine, / Fill'd
with Ideas that but dimly shine, / Read o'er the Charms of his
instructive Pen, / And taste of Raptures never known till then" (1:253).
She continues to mourn the loss of her "Guide" (1:254) in aU aspects
of poetic creation: "who shall now our rustick Thoughts refine, / and
to grave Sense and solid Learning join / Wit ever sparkling, and the
Sweets of Rhyme?" (1:254). Landry is right when she stresses that
Leapor's description of her rapturous encounter with Pope's "instruc
tive pen" (1:253) displays the "pleasures of intellection," but wrong
when she interprets this particular poem as "a form of critical empow
erment rather than cultural acquiescence" since this poem asserts the
subordination of women to men, naivety to sophistication, country to
city, lower to middle class.^® I grant that those two poems ambiguously

^ Landry, Muses, 51. Landry fails to explain convincingly how Leapor's heterosexual model
displayed here relates to what she calls Leapor's feminist lesbian sapphic verse (30).
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elevate the female poet who emulates the master, especially by their
formal accomplishment that contradicts the plea for necessary aid.
However, I fad to see the critical dimension of the derivative claim to
fame: how can the poor bird that repeats its master's lesson be more
than a parrot? But Mary Leapor cormterbalances these rather humble
self-representations by asserting her knowledge and her visionary
power that equals that of other poets even if she cannot turn them into
profit: "You see I'm learned, and I show't the more, / That none may
wonder when they find me poor. / Yet Mira dreams, as slumbering
Poets may, / And rolls in Treasures till the breaking Day, / Whde
Books and Pictures in bright Order rise, / And painted Parlours swim
before her Eyes" (1:39). But the alarm-clock destroys her visions, and
once again her domestic duties keep her from writing.
The disadvantages that impede the female working-class poet's
creation of poems are compounded by the prejudices of her critics,
who seem to pay more attention to her body than to her texts. The
female poet is not free from the norms of erotic beauty, which "Mira's
Picture" defies.^^ Her poem is a response to having heard that "a
Gentleman, who had seen some of her Poems, wanted to know what
her Person was" (2:xxxii). The tide of the poem already teUs us that it
is rather about male perception than herself: "CORYDON.
PHILLARIO. Or, Mira's Picture. A PASTORAJL" (2:294). Mary
Leapor refuses to describe herself but presents two male pictures of her
persona Mira. The form of her poem, a dialogue between men, refers
the interested gentleman back to her text as art, and maintains that her
real person is beyond male conceptions that she ridicules. The satirical
poem seems to anticipate a "gendeman's" representation of her thirtyeight years after her death as "extremely swarthy, and quite emaciated,
with a long crane-neck, and a short body, much resembling, in shape,
a bass-viol."^"
The poem mocks the pastoral ideals of the urban upper-class
gendeman, who expects to find idealized "Arcadian Nymphs" (2:294)
in the countryside. But Mira, the only woman they encounter, differs
radically both from Phillario's expectated nymphs and the ones
Corydon mentioned. It is hard to understand why Laura Mandell finds

29

Greene, Maty Leapor,90-91.
Quoted in Rizzo, "Molly Leapor," 316.
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that here, "realexperience of the repugnant female body...demystifies
pastoral literary conventions."^' Leapor rather cites "the conventional
repudiation of the woman writer as physically ugly."^^ Corydon even
blames Phillario's "malicious Eyes" (2:297) that regard her skin as
blacker than a rook's, her brows more ruffled than a mouse's hide, her
shape "Where Mountains upon Mountain's rise! / And, as they fear'd
some Treachery at hand, / Behind her Ears her list'ning Shoulders
stand" (2:297-98), her teeth "Consid'ring how they grow, / 'TIS no
great matter if she has or no: / They look decay'd with Posset, and with
Plumbs, / And seem prepar'd to quit her swelling Gums" (2:298).
Mandell, who emphasizes mimesis, seems to have ignored the note
beneath the poem, which says that the portrait is a caricature.The note
once more contradicts reference to reality and indicates that Mary
Leapor is neither a nymph nor a hag but that she is beyond male
inscriptions of her body as a blank sheet of paper. The poem fore
grounds and ridicioles the satirical caricature of the slatternly female
poet.
The potential addressee of the poem, the reader who wanted to
know who she is, is confronted with two biased masculine attitudes
toward her.The rustic Corydon knows that she writes "Rhyme" (2:296)
but apparently has not read any of her poems, and the educated but
prejudiced Phillario, who could read her poems, suggests that she
should rather milk her cows than read, not to speak of writing.
Phillario's description of the poet who "counts her Steps, and mutters
all the Way" (2:294) indicates that he expects her poems to be an
unintelligible versification of nonsense in metric feet. The real reader
enjoys a very intelligent and intelligible poem on ignorant men, who
misperceive her person and her work as neither beautiful nor useful.
The caricature of her persona parodies the masculine voice and frees
herself "from conventional claims of feminine proprieties."^^ I would
argue that her parody of male representations of herself is a counterpart
to her poems on women, who are seen or see themselves through the
eyes of men and suffer from that denigrating perspective. Phillario, the
subject of the satirical perspective, becomes its object. Corydon cuts
Laura Mandell, "Demystifying (with) the Repugnant Female Body: Mary Leapor and
Feminist Literary History," Criticism 38 (1996): 552.
Anne Doody, "Swift Among the Women," The Yearbook of'English Studies \% (1988): 79.
Doody, "Swift," 79.
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short both PhiUario's pastoral expectations and his contemptuous
distortion of Mira because he has to weed his fields, and there the
poem ends. Real work is as much beyond the conventions of pastoral
poetry as real women are. Greene suggests that Mira is an unwelcome
weed^'* but in fact, the peasant dismisses the urban idealist from his
rural world. "Mira's Picture" is not a mimetic representation of her body but
a poetic self-presentation as text that parodies and transcends male dis
course. Her poems present not only misreadings of herself but of her
texts as well.
Caryn Chaden argues that Mary Leapor defines her own position
as a poet according to Pope's model of the outsider, who is morally
superior to society and aesthetically superior to his critics.^^ Chaden
ignores the specific differences between the male middle-class poet,
who defines critics as feminized helpmates, and the female lower-class
poet, who often faces male critics. The persona Mira humbly submits
her poems to critics' judgment but finds that their comments are not
helpful. Far from being self-defeating, Mary Leapor's poems satirize
inadequate readings of her texts. She does not claim that her poems are
perfect but that her standards of judgement are superior to those of her
critics. Neither Vido's false and superficial praise (2:50-51) nor
Timon's vague critique that her simple poems should be pruned are of
much help to Mira, who expects fair appraisal (2:282). Minutius,
offended by rural squalor and ugliness, does not hide his prejudices
about "Spinsters [who] scribble Rhymes" (2:286), and finds fault with
her patron Artemisia, who encouraged Mira "to stain the sacred Bays,
/ By smiling on her foolish Lays" (2:286). Artemisia expects the critic
to purge the poems from the "drossy Ore" (2:287) in order to be better
able to appreciate its Beauties "And see the Sense distinct and plain.
The Chaff extracted from the Grain" (2:287). Of course, Artemisia
presupposes that Mira's verses are not void of arguments and aesthetic
beauty, which are ignored by the male critic: this poem foregrounds the
critic's weaknesses rather than those of the poet. As Minutius criticizes
the handwriting and the punctuation, Artemisia specifies that he should
Anne Doody, "Swift Among the Women," The Yearbook of English Studies 18 (1988): 68-92;
Greene, Mary Leapor, 95.
Caryn Chaden, "Mentored from the Page: Mary Leapor's Relationship with Alexander
Pope," in Donald C. Mell, ed.. Pope, Swift, andWomen Writers (Newark: University of Delaware
Press, 1996), 32-33, 35-38.
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mark "Her Thought, her Language, and Invention, / Point out the
Blemishes, and tell / Where the Lines fall, and where excel" (2:288) and
adds ironically that she did not recommend her as a scribe. However,
the critic's misogynist prejudices prevent his adequate understanding of
the poem: "It is the Fault of Womankind / to overlook these solid
Cares, / For Wit, and Froth, and sprightly Airs...Might I advise, I'd
have her Weeded. The Girl is sure beside her Wits, / And scribbles in
her frantic Fits...I wish your Poetess would mend: / Till then, I
solemnly declare, / Her Verses are not worth your Care" (2:288—89).
The critic undermines his own authority with his grotesque recommen
dation of a medical remedy for her personal defects. Donna Landry
points out but does not explain the contradiction between Mary
Leapor's representation of hostile critics and her appreciation by male
readers in reality (100-01). Her poems transfer the fundamental
prejudices of men toward women concerning their beauty, their
character, and their intelligence to her representation of male readers
of female literature. The male critic's ignorance of the female poet's
mental and creative power parallels men's preference of the female
"Power of Beauty" to the power of their mind (1:230). By debunking
critics with a negative bias in her poems, Leapor alerts real readers to
her underprivileged position, which they should rather count in her
favor than hold against her. Possibly, this strategy contributed to her
respect among real readers, who may have appreciated her rather
accomplished poems.
The invented inadequacy of her critics allows Mira to discuss her
own poetry. The servant Mira hoped in vain for the discarded silk dress
of her mistress Sophronia, which would turn her into a "shining Belle"
(2:79), in the same way as she hoped in vain for the male critic's praise,
whose "Praise is not to make the Graces known / of CeUa's Wisdom,
but exalt his own; Or, when he chuses for his skilful Tongue / A
Theme so low as Mirds simple Song, / 'TIS not his Comment on the
artless Lines, / But his own Genius in the Lecture shines: / And when
he bows, 'tis that the World may see / His own good Manners, not
Respect to me" (2:80-81). The disappointed Mira frees herself from the
judgement pf others and tells her mistress to let her "Slave the while,
/ Regardless both of Censure and of Praise, / Enjoy her Whims, and
wrap herself in Bays" (2:81). With her typical, ambiguous combination
of understatement and irony, Mira assesses herself and her perfor-
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mance in her poetic "Will"; "My Vice and Folly let Oblivion close, /
The World already is o'erstocked with those; My Wit I give, as Misers
give their Store, / To those who think they had enough before. /
Bestow my Patience to compose the Lives / Of slighted Virgins and
neglected Wives; / To modish Lovers I resign my Truth, / My cool
Reflection to unthinking Youth" (1:6). Mira awards herself "a small
Sprig (true Emblem of my Rhyme) / Of blasted Laurel" (1:9) and
deems her pen worthy to bequeath on minor poets. Mira becomes her
own double-voiced critic, and guides the reader to a fair appreciation
of her writing against all odds.
Mary Leapor's double perspective on women's beautiful or useful
bodies parallels her double-voiced discourse on her own poetry. Leapor
displays and subverts male norms of female beauty and use in terms of
wealth or work. She delineates women's subjection to the male gaze
and their difficult struggle to free themselves from domination. Her
women characters waver between the attraction of men and turning
away from them in favor of women for solidarity. Leapor appropriates
and rewrites male discourses, using "foolish" gossip as a subversive
counterdiscourse to "wise" men's decrees or claiming potential equality
in terms of moral and mental power. Her pervasive irony marks not
only the presentation of men but also of women and of herself. The
poet refuses to be subjected to the norms of erotic beauty or of
pragmatic use. However, she submits to (male) aesthetic norms of
beauty, shaping her "natural" voice, as women apply artifice in order
to enhance their natural appearance and to cater to the erotic taste of
men. But even if she adopts neoclassic aesthetics from Swift and Pope,
she rejects male critics, who seem to judge her manuscript poems
rather as literal bodies of texts than poetical and logical works of art.
Both Mary Leapor and her female patron express their double-voiced
judgment of her works as imperfect but valuable art. Time and again,
Mary Leapor discusses the conflict between her useful work as a
servant and the uselessness of her poetry. Her social situation never
allows her to escape the basic necessity of menial work for others, but
she writes in defiance of economic and social pressures. Finally, the
conflict between beauty and use, her self-serving aesthetic work and her
physical work for others is resolved because her poems are published
by subscription. Unfortunately, she did not live to reap the harvest of
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her labor but ironically, her father, who had warned her in vain to stop
the useless scribbling, profited from the royalties.

